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Math Dragon Presents
“Metric Conversions”



Metric 
Conversions

Metric units are used to measure length, 
mass and capacity. You need to able to 

convert between these different 
measurements.
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King Henry Died Unusually Drinking Chocolate Milk
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One way to help us remember the metric chart is to use a mnemonic aide. 

Try remembering this:

(k)          (h)        (da)                       (d)        (c)       (m)
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To convert 250cm to meters: start at the C and end at the U 

(because meter is at the unit)…move your decimal the same 

amount of spaces in the same direction. In this problem you 

will move the decimal 2 spaces to the left.

Remember to think of 

money: if there is no 

decimal it starts at the 

end of the number.
Example: 250cm =  2.5m



K H D U D C M

Move your decimal the same amount of spaces in the same 

direction as you move in the chart up above. 

Remember to think of 

money if there is no 

decimal; it starts at the 

end of the number.

17km = _______m Move from the K to the U

580mL = _______L Move from the M to the U

36.4cg = _______kg Move from the C to the K

.05g = ________mg Move from the U to the M

17,000

.58

.000364

50

(k) (h)        (da)         (m)         (d)        (c)       (m)

(L)

(g)



Time to Practice!!!



K H D U D C M

Move your decimal the same amount of spaces in the same 

direction as you move in the chart up above. 

In the abbreviations, d 

stands for deci, da or dc 

stands for deca.

243dm = _______mm

8.5L = _______mL

.75kg = _______g

5.4cm = _______hm

24300

8500

750

.00054

(k) (h)        (da)         (m)         (d)        (c)       (m)

(L)

(g)



K H D U D C M

Move your decimal the same amount of spaces in the same 

direction as you move in the chart up above. 

Remember meter, liter 

and gram start at the 

Unit.

8.54m = _______km

56L = _______daL

90.4dg = _______hg

406.7mL = ________cL

.00854

5.6

.0904

40.67

(k) (h)        (da)         (m)         (d)        (c)       (m)

(L)

(g)



Lets See How much you 
have learned!!!



K H D U D C M

Move your decimal the same amount of spaces in the same 

direction as you move in the chart up above. 

Remember to think of 

money: if there is no 

decimal then it starts at 

the end of the number.

864cg = _______g

65L = _______mL

7.1m = _______dm

.03kg = _______mg



How will TAKS ask this problem?

Pedro bought a 2-liter bottle of soda. What is

the volume of the bottle in milliliters?

F   20,000 mL

G 2,000 mL

H 200 mL

J 20 mL Remember to use King 

Henry Died Unusually 

Drinking Chocolate Milk… 

Find your starting point and 

your ending point then move 

your decimal.



Another TAKS type problem?

Remember to use King Henry 

Died Unusually Drinking 

Chocolate Milk… Find your 

starting point and your ending 

point then move your decimal.

Anna’s brother is 117 centimeters tall. How is

117 centimeters expressed in meters?

A   0.117 m

B   1.17 m

C   11.7 m

D   117 m



Now you will create a 
Problem of your own!!!



Create Your Own

• You are going to write a metric conversion 
problem of your own.

• It must be a problem that requires using metric 
conversions to find the answer.

• Extra points can be earned by drawing a picture 
to go with your problem.

• Finally, you need to explain what the correct 
answer is and WHY?

• Remember what you learned and don’t be afraid 
to take a math adventure like our Math Dragon!!



Your WORD problem



Congratulations!!!
Job Well Done, and we will see you again soon 

in

“Math dragon’s 

Math adventure!!”


